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E V A L U A T I O N  O F  M E A T  Q U A L I T Y  C R I T E R I A

V E
erches sur la viande, I NRA- Theix, 63122 Saint-Genès-Champanelle, FRANCE

the ¡r̂ San̂  consumers filled in a questionnaire concerning their meat consumption, the way they purchase meat, and 
I Son 0r1ance of various factors on their choice for meat :nutritive value, price, eating qualities... They were asked to 
% H a"ce of sensory qualities (colour, tenderness ...) and estimate the role of various factors on meat quality (influence 

ner. cooking...).

\er6|esults showed that sensory properties and security aspects (hormones) of meat are of paramount importance for 
aste and tenderness are estimated as the most important organoleptic qualities.

i.

aProcluction factors are thought to be important for meat quality, although feeding of animals and meat treatment 
e ĉognised as the most significant.

Ifi ' ̂ t̂p k
¡1 1 stic$(.ave been submitted to Multiple Correspondence Analysis in order to show the relations between the consumer's 
°̂ 0ne 6’ Sex> meat purchase and consumption) and the estimated importance of meat qualities. The age of consumers 

 ̂ °f the most discriminating factors for quality perception.

)|)y ^ Its  show how consumers characteristics are related to there opinion on meat quality.

ality
becoming more and more important for consumers. But quality is quite difficult to define, and various 

Hn0vv attr'buted to such a term. In any case quality is the adaptation of a product to a market, therefore it is so 
Tore about how quality is perceived by the consumer.

and meat products, quality, as seen by the consumer, can be classified in five main topics: nutritive value, 
ics, sensory properties, ease of handling, and image of the product. It is necessary for the whole food chain to 

^>tthonSUmer is aware of quality. Two types of study can be realised, one asking people what they think, the other 
V ^ O fu: d°‘ ĥe evolution of consomption during the past years have been studied COMBRIS 1990, and image of 

X f  NGA 19 9 0 . But few works have been done on the relation of consumers characteristics and ther opinion on the 
quality.Teat 

V,;>rp0:% ^  POse of this work is to analyse consumer perception of meat quality. It must be clear that such data can only give 
X u  , C°nsumer say, which is not always exactly what he do. Anyhow it is important for researchers involved in 

lj\l al|ty to know more about consumers evaluation of various factors on meat quality.
M e t h o d s

y anC°T exhibition, 'Les leviers du futur* in Clermont-Ferrand, a questionnaire is provided to visitors which are asked to 
P P etely. and are rewarded with a pencil.
r0ür

type:s °f questions are asked:

VJV, nov6 <?Usst'ons are: age, sex, and profession of the respondent; how often meat is eaten (every meal, one meal out 
lie h Wbere the meat is purchased (traditional butcher, supermarket, hyper market, other); how the meat is bought 

utcher, frozen); and global satisfaction toward meat (always, most often, rarely satisfied).

^ " ¡r^st'0ns are’ f°r respondents, to evaluate the weight of various factors on a four step scale: - most important - 
V 0rtant - not important.
W ® fir§i

X ,  ^ ° UP °f questions is about the importance of : - nutritive qualities (nut) - price (pri) - place of purchase (pur) - 
v ’ f'biotics (hor) - sensory properties (sen).
% ’«conn(jujj a 9roup deal with sensory properties : - Colour (col) - odour (odr) - fat content (fat) - taste (tas) - tenderness

lp|ti°ns '(°Up c*ea* wi*b fhe factors that could influence meat quality : - age of animal (old) - breed (brd) - feeding (fed) - 
's’t) - the butcher (but) - meat keeping after slaughter (kep) - packaging (pac) - cooking (cok)
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'H tĥ y sMore than one thousand visitors filled in a questionnaire. After eliminating those people who sai ^  ¡s to | 
and dealing with the incomplete forms, it left just 1000 questionnaires that were to be analysed. The 'irs cj0s 
frequencies, then the two classes 'of minor importance ' and 'important' have been gathered due to low frequ 
been submitted to multiple correspondance analysis using SAS statistical package (SAS 1990).

RESULTS
calculated to measure the relative  ̂ fh®,

St

The results are analysed in two ways, firstly simple frequencies are---------—------  . t0
various factors studied for the consumers; then data have been submitted to multiple correspondence analys 
between the characteristics of the respondent and the importance he/she place on the qualityof the meat, o

Sex Males Females
432 568

Age <25 25-40 41 -60 >60
250 342 259 95

Frequency of 

consumption

Every meal One meal out of 
two

Rarely

389 518 93
Purchase Butcher shop Super

markets
Hyper
markets

Others

625 169 422 58

Packaging
Often Sometime Rarely

pre-packed 255 371 105
cut by the butcher 693 224 25

frozen 43 331 282
Satisfaction Always Most often Rarely

154 800 46
Table 1 - Frequencies - The sum may be different from 1000 due to either 
no answer or multiple answers.

irti
Purchase Preparation Hormone* Sensory T***

Age of Breed Feeding Slaughter Butcher Keeping Packaging Cooking 
anim.

Figure 1 - Upper left - Histograms showing 
consumers to various parameters.

the resultsof the’

Figure 2 - Upper right - relative weight attributed by 
properties of meat.

coia***,ets( J

'C

Figure 3 - Lower right - Importance attributed to v■arious
factor5on"

□  Do'ntknow
□  Of minor importance
□  Important
□  Very important
□  The most important \
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'abie 1
59ear SurT|marises results concerning consumers. The proportion of females is higher than males 57% to 43%., the 
S  t *n°t exactly representative of the population, young and old people are less represented than they should be. It 
'sis t0 thirds of the meat is sold by super and hyper markets and only one third in traditional butchers. The tendency for 

Verestimate the frequency of purchase in butcher shops, and underestimate pre-packed meat.
A mK>

«Ati

%on ^ Ure 1 it can be seen that sensory properties are estimated to be most important by consumers (87%) before 
6aSe J ^ 0ut 'hormones' or 'antibiotics' (80%). Of less interest are nutritive value (45%), place of purchase (30%), price 
!eth6m preParation (22%). It is obvious that sensory properties are the first quality characteristics for consumers; only 

as of minor importance.
'If Are 2 ch> A sd 5>nows relat've importance respondents grant to sensory properties. Taste, tenderness and odour are very 
S h iv e ly  83%, 78%, and 77% of the consumers. Colour and fat content are estimated less important 54%, and 
 ̂ ered as secondary, only 37% find it very important (and a high proportion, 15%, have no idea on juiciness).

Ant f c o n  figure 3 exhibit the results of the estimated factors on meat quality. Meat conservation after slaughter is 
oi the respondents and feeding of animals for 81%. Then in decreasing order we find : age of slaughter 

V 9rthat h'°nS 49%’the role of the t3utcher 46%> the way of cooking 48%, the breed 43%, and last, the packaging 40%. 
%nCe feeding conditions are thought to be important by consumers but the preparation of the meat is considered of

quality.

ĥ6weigh°rrfespondence ana|ys is 's realised on the three sets of data, relating consumers characteristics and there

V^ri
various factors on meat quality.

0ne ®*|]ibits the map representing the first two dimensions. The first axe represent 57% of the total variance and the
As re|at most discriminating factors is the age of the respondent, younger people are in the bottom part of the 

\ k Ars kd are: low imPoriance hormones (hor1) of sensory characteristics (sen1) but price is significant (pri3). 
i|oC aSePiabUy meat most|y in supermarkets (supY) hyper markets (hypY) but not in butcher shops (shpN), they don't 
^Autritin Ce's important (purl). With elderly people it is not clear which are the most discriminating factors. There is no 
in ' Aor t a ' s ens or y  properties (sen?) price (pri) or ease of preparation (prp?). Although they think place of 

riJ  (Pur3) and are generally satisfied with the meat they eat (sat3). The second dimension is more difficult to 
\ c°risum S'de we *'nc* PeoP*e who eat small amounts of meat (frq1 ), and think preparation is important (prp3); and on 

A s *rs who buy meat in butcher shop (shpY) but not in hyper markets (hypN). Sex of the respondent does not 
m,r|ating factor.

6 A,

A

Alt;S nf°T multiple correspondence analysis Figure 5 Results for sensory data

ahPY

fM7

12 jut2
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P1
Figure 6 - MCA results for production factors The relative importance °* 

represented in figure 5.(dimensioni : 53% ¡on.
In this case age is related to the first o\ yariô  :
________________ lKi:--1.----- II Importance 01 ,^n)f

dTrnfnsi yjjth f ^

(jui1 ) taste (tas1 ) and fat quantity (fall). 0(<ssl
criteria: tenderness (ten1) odour (odr1) \\\e1

people there is relatively small importance

Uul1/ IQOIC anu 1»  yuu,,..., v—  . . .*cf|ei J
super markets, hyper markets, but not in 0 nae4)61

ä \

super markets, nyper markets, dut n u i „ age^t' f .  
On the other side with elder people (age or tm
give no answers (odr?), (fat?), (col?), (co^l
sensory factors are important, specially a W 1 A

o k 3
butÂipï hypN

3k2frqSatfed3supN gxF pac3
3 1 t 3fc> r d2 s 1 C.2***£4̂1̂ o 1 d2 kep3

2 old3 frçi3 
age2 pac2

PWÿyJy frql
s hpN

sltl

Rep2

upY

u v l  I D U I  J  ICU^lv^lO Cll v7 III i p w l  lul ''p . j-« g  w *

(jut2-jut3) , odour (odr3). They buy mea at tĥ  
(shpN) and are generally satisfied with the ^  freP̂  
The second dimension discriminate (frqD % 
consumption on the left side low frequen t¡ofl's 
right side high frequency (frq3), but low sa ,

t theeS -

,ncy 'I

The last graph, figure 6 r®P_r®^^ni 530/0’(
of different factors on meat quality (dimens'Ô gins 
" 13%). Again, age of respondent  ̂{|iat m¿  i o  / o ) .  n y d i i i ,  d y e  u i c o r w pjjeV® 1
discriminant. Younger people do not oe jfTia|s 
arp imnnrtant fnr nualitv. feOCSinQ \_u j\ ni itĥ r̂o

r  v
are important for meat quality, feeding u (ti),n®11 
the butcher (butt), conditions of slaughte ' fw |et| 
animal (brd1 ) or cooking conditions(cô r̂e a|ŝ ^animal ûrui; ur uuuwny ounuu /km 
age3 who think butcher is important (DU ' meat! 0(c3)> 
are most satisfied (sat3). Consumers buynHitiohs 
shop pay more attention to cooking c° ,QS 
and feeding of animal (brd3) (f®d3). Ihe °\

attention to slaughter conditions (slt3), are ^ 0 
and packaging (pac3). The others facto 
interpret.

r

-0.13 -0.08

C O N C L U S I O N
say

asked consu^®^ 0f PThe main conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that when they are askeu w '~~se 0 r ea 
sensory properties are important for meat, more important than price, nutritive aspects, place of purcn iS
But security aspects (lack of hormones) are told to be as important as sensory factors. •or* P*

O S
f qo\ô  Lgjt’1 gV

Concerning sensory criteria tenderness, taste, and odour are described as very important■ th®J I 1C*' ■* .^ Q  J||V

less determinants. Although colour and fat content are the only criteria consumers can perceive while co'1
mean that consumers think the factors they can't perceive directly in the shop are more valuable or tha 
on those factors they are less disappointed.

From the factorial analysis it appear that younger people pay less attention to various fa  ̂r0|e 0n 
seem to be less aware of quality products, and pay less attention to the diverse factors which could play 
question is will they stay with the same ideas for the future or will they change while becoming older.
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